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State Rep. Ricki Ruiz (D-Gresham) represents House District 50, which covers Gresham and East Portland. He is a member of the House Committee on Education and is a board member in the Reynolds School ...
Ruiz: Civics education makes our democracy stronger
Dorothy Butler Gilliam, the first Black woman reporter at The Washington Post, said in 2019, “When journalists are being called ‘an enemy of the people,’ and Black women reporters, and ...
COUNTERPOINT: The path to restoring journalism as a pillar of our democracy
Thanks to social media, today’s conscientious consumers have an unprecedented voice, and companies that do not sit up and take action are doomed to suffer damage to their reputations—and their profits ...
Consumers Demand a Stance on Social and Political Issues. Are You Ready to Speak Out?
Members of the Washington County Democratic Party met Saturday for a county convention to discuss plans for 2021 and introduce party candidates. The convention started with party updates on a series ...
Washington County Democrats talk diversity, "Bill of Wrongs" at county convention
We need to view politics in "landscape mode" to understand the danger we face — and seize the historic opportunity ...
Behind the saga of Biden and Trump lies the fight for democracy around the world
Color of Money, a new Wisconsin Watch series examining the state’s stark racial disparities in wealth and income, launches May 15.
Wisconsin Watch’s Color of Money series probes racial wealth and income gap in Wisconsin
When a country adopts a federal system, it necessarily embraces complexity... Australia’s Constitution was negotiated during the last decade of the nineteenth century and came into force on 1 January ...
Constitutional Origins, Structure, and Change in Federal Countries
By inviting everyone at all levels of society to participate and share their culture with the world through jazz, we recognize and give shape to their inherent dignity and equality.
Reflections on 10 Years of International Jazz Day
According to statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau Effingham County has one of the least diverse populations when compared to surrounding counties.But as more people begin to move into this growing ...
Effingham Co. highlights importance of diversity & inclusion
Sometimes democracy brings change. At Bank of America ... Big U.S. banks are keen to tout their efforts to improve diversity and boost lending to marginalized communities, yet many have been twitchy ...
Capital Calls: Bank of America, WeWork, Kering
Japanese media reports a tense situation in the Taiwan Strait, with domestic brands dependent on Chinese money and a local populace that may not take action.
Can Japan say 'no' to China and 'yes' to political activism?
When Mary Barra, chair and CEO of General Motors, first saw the company’s dress code, she did what she does best: cut through the noise and deliver a solution. A set of rules that previously exceeded ...
Distinguished Speakers Series | GM Chair and CEO Mary Barra Describes A Year of Innovation
Sometimes democracy brings change ... Big U.S. banks are keen to tout their efforts to improve diversity and boost lending to marginalized communities, yet many have been twitchy about this ...
Capital Calls: Bank of America hops the racial wealth gap
Education entrepreneur Jill Vialet talks with Marc Freedman about designing a better school experience for students and teachers, her entrepreneurial journey, collaborations across generations, and ...
Redesigning Substitute Teaching And The Power Of Small Tweaks
Dan Kovalik, professor of human rights law at the University of Pittsburgh, is the accomplished author of books skewering US foreign policy on Venezuela, Russia, Iran, international human rights, and ...
Cancel Culture and the Bankruptcy of Liberalism
Change is coming to Erie School Board: 4 of 9 seats are up for election; no incumbents are running. Pandemic, finances, diversity among issues.
Erie School Board race: No incumbents on ballot as 10 candidates vie for 4 seats in primary
On Monday, while I waited to appear at the Senate inquiry into media diversity ... democracy: the research and data are irrefutable. “To make matters worse, over the last 10 years over 5000 ...
Australia needs more media diversity – and there are ways to achieve it
Madeline brought her passion for democracy, human rights, and diversity/inclusion to the ... Madeline's life will be held on Saturday, April 24, 10:00 a.m. at St. Thomas More Church in St. Paul ...
Madeline Claire Williams
Former prime minister Kevin Rudd's petition to establish a royal commission into media diversity in Australia ... empire Mr Rudd labelled a "cancer on democracy". Another ex-prime minister ...
How large is Rupert Murdoch's reach through News Corp in Australian media, old and new?
Wisconsin has sharply cut back its request for COVID-19 vaccine doses from the federal government, the Associated Press reports, as some counties here experience high rates of vaccine hesitancy. In ...
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